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Winter 2022 was an uneventful season to be outside. It was more like an extended Auckland summer, mild 

wet and windy. I had to wait until late June for a reasonable weather window for a quick solo run to 

relocate the boat from Tutukaka back to Gulf Harbour. I was lucky the wind and swell abated for a few days 

giving me a chance to tag a number of species along the way. Schools of skipjack tuna popped on the 

surface for miles each side of the Hen and Chicken Islands, 

making me wonder if the marlin were still around. As soon as 

I made it to Kawau Island, Hauraki Gulf, the wind and rain 

greeted me with full force. A reminder that it was in fact 

winter, both then set in for the remainder of the quarter.   

Covid restrictions kept most of us guessing what to expect 

next. Several national and international meetings were 

disrupted or cancelled. In past years winter was a time to 

plan that overseas tropical holiday, an escape from the doom 

and gloom of winter. Covid changed all that. A break in the 

weather somewhere in the country saw New Zealanders taking every opportunity to see their own county 

instead.  Stories of daytrips starting before dawn to get to where the fish were biting, and home late to get 

ready for work the next day were commonplace. And it wasn’t only the Bluefin tuna fishers doing it, as the 

messages, and the constant flow of tagging data has revealed. 

 

 

IGFA Oceania Regional Council 

On July 29 2022, the International Game Fish Association Oceania Regional 
Council held its first in-person meeting at the Darling Harbour Convention 
Centre in Sydney, Australia. This coincided with the Sydney Boatshow, a 
Covid outbreak and flooding in the area. Flight cancellations, 
accommodation and travel issues added to the problems, and meant many 
of those on the committee could not attend in person. Scott, Conservation 
and Science committee member, was among those who had to cancel at the 
last minute. For those that could attend, the Conservation, Development, Education, and Rules & 
Recognition committees discussed their goals for the upcoming year. A formal Action List for the Council is 
currently being developed to formalize their discussions. IGFA President Jason Schratwieser joined 
virtually, and was able to address members of the Council, expressing his appreciation for the hard work of 
the Officers of this latest formed IGFA Regional Council. Currently, the Council is working with IGFA HQ to 
develop some of the IGFA’s Passports to Fishing Kits locally, in an effort to save production and shipping 
costs. 



Appointment to HGFPAG 

Earlier this year Trust director ‘Scott TIndale was appointed to the Hauraki Gulf 

fish plan advisory group, in recognition of a lifetime spent fishing diving and 

boating around Auckland. This panel was created after the Minister of 

Fisheries, the Hon David Parker, announced the Government action plan on 

Sea change- Revitalising the Gulf. The prerequisite for appointees was to have 

people from all sectors with a good grasp of the science and local knowledge 

who were able to suggest effective ways in which the management of the 

fishery could be improved.  The draft document had been collated from years 

of discussions with stakeholders, community groups and public submissions as 

part of the Sea change process. The panel’s directive was to find a workable solution, finalising the report 

and make recommendations to the Minister. The first meeting was a short one to introduce the members 

of the panel and set a plan of action. By the second meeting Scott felt the intended purpose of the group 

was more about editing, adjusting the fine print and spellchecking a document that was already largely set 

in stone rather than discussing issues it raised, and resolving the problems facing the Hauraki Gulf. As a 

consequence Scott resigned.  

Fisheries working groups                            

Trust director Scott Tindale attended several fisheries working groups over 

the winter. Most of them virtual. Both the Marine Amateur Fishes Working 

Group (MAFWG) and the High Migratory Species Fish Plan Advisory Groups 

(HMS-FPAG) addressed an array of topics around recreational harvesting. Of 

interest were the Kaikoura paua catch survey results, the co-op tagging 

program update, southern bluefin tuna (SBT) recreational bag limits and SBT 

catch estimates for the year, and protected species bycatch and mitigation 

trials.  

 

Fisheries NZ funding 

As you all know the Trust has been seeking government funding for replacement tags. The first attempt 

was a bid for an MPI grant aimed at kick starting sustainability initiatives. This was ultimately rejected 

because “we would not survive without this funding”. Their words not mine.  

After being named finalists in two sections of the 2020 Fisheries New Zealand Sustainability Awards we 

were told at the Auckland Boatshow that Fisheries NZ had secured a small amount of funding for the 

tagging program. This was something we were happy to convey to the members we spoke to at the show. 

Unfortunately, what eventuated by June 2022 was a contract containing a clause which if enforced would 

have required the Trust to provide MPI with ownership of all of the tagging data, including GPS locations of 

fishing spots and personal details. Angry at the waste of our time would be an understatement, and yes we 

most certainly rejected the offer! 

As we have always stated from the onset of this program all of the data collected is kept confidential and 

only distributed in a summary format in these reports. Case studies by students and research institutions 

can gain selected access on a case-by-case basis, and it is only after a confidentiality agreement is in place. 

We stand by our word that the trust is to promote and encourage environmental education, conservation 

and research. Free from advocacy or politics, and your data is not for sale. 

 



Conservation News  

Winter fishing is not immune to by-catches of protected species. The 

images shown here are a beheaded juvenile great white shark found by 

Fisheries Officers on Bayley’s Beach and another one at Tinopai, Kaipara 

Harbour that was reported to the Department of Conservation (DOC), 

and later butchered by someone from the public. 

Please remember that while it is not an offence to accidentally catch a 

protected species, it must be released alive and unharmed, or discarded 

if dead, and it always must be reported to the Department of 

Conservation as soon as possible. Non-reporting is an offence, and no 

part of the animal may be retained. Reporting bycaught animals assists 

research on the species, by providing information on where the species 

or different life-history stages occur, and the numbers interacting with 

fishers. If reported immediately you may be requested to 

retain dead animals for research. You may only be requested 

to do this by a DOC staff member or Fisheries Officer. 

Protected species bycatch can be reported by calling the DOC 

emergency hotline 0800 DOC HOT (0800 362 468). 

Protected fishes are: great white shark, basking shark, whale 

shark, smalltooth sandtiger (deep-water nurse shark), 

oceanic whitetip shark, giant manta ray, spinetail devil ray, 

spotted black grouper and Queensland grouper (giant 

grouper). 

 

 

DOC tagging in MPA 

The Department of Conservation (DOC) in conjunction with the Tuhua Trust Board, is tagging snapper 

within the Mayor Island Marine Reserve. The team led by DOC ranger, Karl McCarthy are using Tindale 

Marine Research Charitable Trust tagging kits and tags and expect to tag around 150 -300 fish in the first 

year. The aim is to learn about dispersal from the Marine Reserve. Tagging will be spread over the year to 

get a cross section of fish from different seasons. Trust 

members that have tagged fish from the adjoining area over 

the past 4 years, have had recaptures reported along the 

mainland coast and the Island.  

Karl says the fish they are tagging at Mayor Island are caught 

on lures with barbless hooks, following the code of practice 

and instructions from the Trust. The methodology is simple, 

one angler, one recorder and one tagger. Fishing is carried out 

over sand without bait or burley.  

Their tagging trips to the end of June 2022 resulted in 9 

snapper ranging from 36 to 61cm and a 72cm kingfish all 

tagged and released.  

Great white shark Images provided by DOC 



 

Satellite tagging & research projects 

School shark research update 

Massey University PhD student Alex Burton’s research into the biology of school/tope sharks (Galeorhinus 

galeus) is investigating their movements through the deployment of mini-PAT satellite tags and TMRCT 

dart tag data. In winter 2022 two Mini-PAT tags that were deployed on school sharks in the Kaipara 

Harbour were recovered and returned to Alex.  

 

The first was a 144cm female tope shark nicknamed “TMRCT” 

and was caught by Trust director Sue Tindale on the 3rd of March 

2021. This shark’s tag, 20P1825 popped off between Durville 

Island and Kapiti Island and drifted East through the Cook Strait 

before losing transmission late August 2021. It was eventually 

found washed up on Pitt Island in May 2022 and returned.  

 

The second tag was 21P0890. This was attached to a 156.5cm female tope shark caught on the 4th of 

January 2022 by Trust GIS volunteer, Ben Steer. Ben nicknamed 

her “Sharkie McShark face” and she was also fitted with the 

Trust tag T19165. This fish was recaptured by “FV. Kaipara” on 

the 6th of June 2022 caught on a longline east of the Three Kings 

Islands, a shortest distance by sea of 313km from where it was 

tagged.  

Thanks to the efforts of those who recovered and returned 

these tags, Alex was able to download the tags’ archives. This 

has allowed Alex to retrieve more detailed data, such as depth 

and temperature, from the tags, and get a better insight into the movement and habitat use of those 

sharks.  

There are just over a dozen mini-PAT satellite tags that are either 

still deployed or have detached and are yet to be recovered. If you 

find one of these tags on the beach or floating in the water around 

NZ, please collect the tag and get in contact to discuss details on 

what to do with the tag. If you do capture a school shark with a 

satellite and/or dart tag attached, please record details relating to 

the capture and report them to the Trust. If possible, please re-

release the shark live to help carry on with 

the research. If it cannot be revived, please 

record details related to the capture, collect the tag, and get in contact with Alex 

via email at a.burton@massey.ac.nz or phone him on 0224 005 009. 

The Trust online tagged fish recapture reporting page link is…   

https://tindaleresearch.org.nz/tagging-program/fish-tag-recovery-form/ 

 

mailto:a.burton@massey.ac.nz
https://tindaleresearch.org.nz/tagging-program/fish-tag-recovery-form/


 

Poster fish recaptured by NIWA  

When Sue and Scott were setting up the Trust’s inshore fish 

tagging program in 2018 they decided to produce a recapture 

certificate to commemorate each tagged fish recapture. Both 

the tagger and the recapture information are entered on each 

certificate and sent to both parties involved.  

To produce this certificate Scott needed an appropriate photo 

and so chose this ½ underwater shot of the first snapper we 

tagged and released in the Hauraki Gulf.  

Just over 4 years later this fish was recaptured at the same 

popular fishing spot by a NIWA employee who aged the fish at 

17 years old… read about this exciting catch along with many 

further on in this report.  

 

Tagging kits  

Thanks go out to all the trust volunteers that have helped put this program together. We are working hard 

to keep cost minimal and still provide quality products and services. 

For those on the north shore, Hunting and Fishing North Shore stock tagging kits and fish posters. Call in 

and have a chat to Justin who will be happy to assist you in what you need. 

If you are in East Auckland Yeehaa Tackle Panmure. Luke Davis still has a few kits left in stock as we gear 

up for the summer. Have a chat and check out his wall of recapture certificates. 

Michael Jenkins is manning the Trademe site where you can order kits and mats online using a credit card. 

And lastly there is always our website https://tindaleresearch.org.nz/tagging-program/order-tagging-gear/ 

for those that wish to order online with payment by direct deposit into the Trust account. 

 

            TMRCT measure mats $15                                                                   TMRCT fish tagging kits $45  

Unfortunately costs are increasing for everything across the board. We have been advised that there is a 

substantial increase in the cost of manufacturing the tags and this will take effect on the next order we 

place. I expect we will run out before the end of the year and will have to make the adjustments when the 

new batch arrive. 

https://tindaleresearch.org.nz/tagging-program/order-tagging-gear/


NZ records & world records 

Each month I receive a number of tagged fish entries that qualify for 

New Zealand or IGFA World angling length records. It is always great to 

see anglers embracing a more sustainable method of catching trophy 

fish. The extra care and attention that tag & release fishers take to 

ensure that these fish survive for another day is a great testament to 

the program. Over winter we assisted several of our members with 

their applications to get into the record books, some with multiple 

catches. You can read all about how to apply for a pending record catch 

in the previous quarterly reports.  

 

Monthly Sponsors prize draws  

It has been another busy quarter with recaptures reported most 

days. A Big thank you to Daiwa NZ who continue to sponsor Bait 

Junkies to compliment the recapture certificates sent out to each 

angler involved in the tagging and recaptures.  

 

Over the autumn and winter months the Trust has again sponsored 

additional tags. These have been added to the kits and supplied to 

avid taggers in the tagging program.  

 

Membership draw 

 
Daiwa New Zealand have kindly renewed their support of the monthly prize 

draws from August this year.  One lucky winner will receive a Daiwa Revros 

LT 4000-c spinning reel each month, to be drawn from tagged and released 

fish reported during the month. All late entries will go into the month they 

are received so it pays to keep your data entries up to date. We have 

decided to combine the autumn and winter catch returns for the first of 

these draws so no one will miss out on a chance to win.  

This draw goes to…Congratulations to Nick Foster  

Nick tagged and released a 48.5cm Kahawai (T19798) that he caught while 

fly fishing on the 16th of April 2022 in the Hauraki Gulf. 

  

Remember to send in your completed tag and release data before the end of each month to be in the 

draw. Old or late entries will be entered into the month received, so it is not too late to send in those tag 

and release records. 

Note: tag and release forms sent in with incomplete or missing data are not eligible for prizes. 

We would like to thank our sponsors and those individuals that have donated their time and money to 

helping to put together this program. In light of the recent events with Fisheries NZ we are still looking for 

a main sponsor to help supply replacement tags. Every tag represents another fish returned to the sea for 

a sustainable future. If you or anyone you know is interested in contributing please get in touch. 



Tindale Marine Research Tagging Program winter season overview 

The TMRCT Inshore tagging program membership continues growing and as of the end of August has 

reached 1031 keen fishers. To date we have Just over 22,800 tags distributed and members have reported 

tagging and releasing 7413 fish across 53 species to the end of winter 2022 (August 31st). It is great to see 

at least 1/3 of tags are already on record as deployed.  

With so many recaptures reported this year we ran out of recapture certificates, so we have printed a new 

batch with a bit more of a fresher look. A copy containing the tagger and recapture details is sent to both 

parties as a record of their involvement in this citizen science program. Most taggers record a recapture by 

the time they have tagged a dozen fish, so the odds are pretty high.  

Winter 2022 recapture summary 

 365 additional tagged fish added this quarter 

 29 tagged fish were recaptured during the quarter  

 8 recaptured from recreational boats 

 18 recaptured from the shore 

 2 recaptured by commercial 

 1 recaptured by a research vessel  

 14 tagged fish recaptured were released again 

 Longest time at large before recapture 1478 days 

 

The tagged fish recapture rate nationwide is still surprisingly 

high, and is still averaging around 1 fish recaptured for every 20 

fish tagged and released. As our membership grows so do the 

fish numbers tagged and released covering most of New Zealand’s accessible inshore waters. This is giving 

a good spread of habitats and species as well. Here is a glimpse of the recaptures recorded to date… 

Auckland’s isolated west coast including Manukau and Kaipara Harbours has a recapture rate of 1:47. But 

when we look at only the most populated area, the Manukau Harbour, the recapture rate increases to 

1:17. 

The Hauraki Gulf recapture rate matches the national average at 1:20 and the popular fishing destination 

Northland sits at 1:24. The Wellington region including the harbours have a recapture rate of 1:39.  

The Bay of Plenty, also with a high population of rec fishers, has a recapture rate of 1:17. When we look at 

Tauranga Harbour only, the recapture rate is 1:14. 

The highest recapture rate for any area, 1:6, is in Marlborough, but it also has the highest re-release rate. 

Recapture rates for the most common species are as follows: 

Snapper recapture rate is around 1:29 with 30% released again 

Kingfish recapture rate is around 1:17 with 35% released again 

Kahawai recapture rate is around 1:24 with only 6% released again 

Blue cod recapture rate is around 1:4 with 75% released again. 

Across all fish species in the program, 93.7% of recaptures are by recreational fishers and 5.4% are from 

commercial operations. These results have been fairly constant since the project began four and a half 

years ago. Should non-reporting be prevalent the national recapture rate of 1:20 would be even higher. 



Members section  

Please do not leave reporting tagged and released fish too long, as volunteers Sue and Scott have to spend 

a lot of time chasing taggers for information on tagged fish not entered into the system when they are 

recaptured. Please keep your tagging data safe and update it to the trust website as soon as possible. This 

will prevent data getting lost and help us to give you regular updates on the stats. The link for recording 

your tagged fish is https://tindaleresearch.org.nz/tagging-program/fish-tag-release-form/ 

Please do not send in tagging data via txt, social media, messenger or inaturalist. Transferring the 

information provided this way is time consuming and creates the potential for transcription errors, and it 

makes keeping a backup of the original report impossible. By all means share your stories videos and 

photos on these forums, but please remember that to be successful the tagging program needs the data on 

the fish you catch in the format provided o please use the above link on the website. For those of you who 

are tagging large numbers of fish we can send you an electronic spreadsheet that you can email regular 

updates to the trust. We suggest that any photos or video links are sent to the trust email 

tindaleresearch@xtra.co.nz separately, as the website portal only accepts small files up to 5MB. Your 

photos make these reports more interesting so we look forward to receiving them, and any comments you 

would like to share.  

 

TMRCT inshore tagging program tips 

We have a lot of new members wishing to tag and release fish from kayaks or 

from uneven rocky shore lines. In order to measure the fish correctly and 

avoid harming or losing the fish prematurely it is advisable to Velcro your roll 

up measure mat to a piece of corflu board. This is the same stuff that your 

tags are inserted into. Building supply companies sell it in sheets or a cheap 

option is to talk to someone that has recently sold a house. The real estate 

signage is made of this stuff so it can easily be repurposed as a backing by 

cutting it to size. This lightweight plastic board floats and is ideal to keep the 

measure mat ridged while laying the fish on for measuring. The hollow board 

also makes a handy bait board when turned upside down. Avoid cutting onto 

the measure mat! It is also a handy place for inserting the tag applicator when 

it’s not in use.  

Cell phones are a handy device to record your catches. Take a photo of the tag 

serial number before inserting it into the applicator this way you have a record 

of the serial number prior to tagging a fish. Watch out the photo is not focused 

on the background leaving the tag blurred. Hold the tag against something like 

the ground or in the palm of your hand. When it is time to tag a fish take the 

next photo of the fish on the measure mat to clearly show the fish length. A 

third photo of a close up of the tail area on the measure mat can also be helpful 

later in case the second photo is out of focus or if the fish won’t stay still for a 

photo. Repeat the process for the next tag number and the next tagged fish. 

When you return home you can easily copy the information from your phone to 

your tagging catch sheet and upload details onto the trust website. It is also an 

easy way to find the details again when the fish is recaptured. Remember to set location on or screen grab 

a pin drop of your location before leaving your fishing spot. For any other details talk while you video. I 

have done this to record an acquaintance’s registration details for a tagged fish. You can also screen grab a 

photo off a video by using the free VLC program.  

https://tindaleresearch.org.nz/tagging-program/fish-tag-release-form/
mailto:tindaleresearch@xtra.co.nz


 

YouTube links 

Below are some handy “how to” videos to help you handle, measure and tag & release your fish safely. You 

can also find these on our website and social media pages along with other handy hints. 

How to measure, tag and release an Eagle ray:        https://youtu.be/diqjZkZXOuI 

How to measure, tag and release a Rig: (spotted smooth hound):       https://youtu.be/9AhR6cDnwdE 
 

How to measure, tag and release a Tope Shark: (School Shark):      https://youtu.be/eia0-LWzDM8 
 
How to measure, tag and release a Kahawai:     https://youtu.be/7xkCJCl9vBM 

 
How to measure, tag and release a Snapper:   https://youtube.com/shorts/xTE_jd7Ibqs?feature=share 
 
How to measure, tag and release a Gurnard:      https://youtu.be/AiEGBvf0Emg 

 
How to measure, tag and release a Trevally:     https://youtu.be/buOdM8agfT4 

 
How to measure, tag and release an Elephant fish:  https://youtu.be/daf90AMYg1s 
 

 

Donations 

We would like to thank those of you that have donated goods, services or funds to the Trust. Your 

generous support is greatly appreciated and it all goes back into supporting these programs. Many of the 

volunteer taggers have received a top up of tags from these donations ensuring a continuation of this 

citizen science project around the country. Thousands of Fish ID posters and stickers have been distributed 

to institutions and fishers around the country to help anglers identify many of our inshore fish species.  

If you, or a business or organisation would like to support helping the community with this or any other 

aspects of the Tindale Marine Research Charitable Trust we would love to hear from you. 

The Tindale Marine Research Charitable Trust is a registered charity and all donations are tax deductable. 

You can contact the Trust directly or go to our give a little page at            

https://givealittle.co.nz/org/tindale-marine-research-charitable-trust 

 

We would also like to thank our sponsors and individuals for their kind donations and support…. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
“To Promote and encourage environmental education, conservation and research for a sustainable future” 

https://youtu.be/diqjZkZXOuI
https://youtu.be/9AhR6cDnwdE
https://youtu.be/eia0-LWzDM8
https://youtu.be/7xkCJCl9vBM
https://youtube.com/shorts/xTE_jd7Ibqs?feature=share
https://youtu.be/AiEGBvf0Emg
https://youtu.be/buOdM8agfT4
https://youtu.be/daf90AMYg1s
https://givealittle.co.nz/org/tindale-marine-research-charitable-trust


TMRCT inshore tagging program recaptures 

One of the most exciting parts of this inshore fish tagging program is hearing about 

the recaptures and the excitement it brings to all involved. Every fish has a unique 

story to tell and it is also great to be able to share these stories with you. 

T6561 snapper 

Russ Hunter reported the recapture of a 63cm tagged snapper caught on a kontiki long line set off East 

Beach, Rangaunu Bay in Northland. Russ said the tag had 

snapped off at the surface of the fish’s skin and he only found it 

during filleting. Russ said had he seen it was tagged he would 

have released it again. Luckily the tag number was still visible. 

This fish was tagged by Ray Tait while surfcasting from the same 

beach on the 21st of March 2020. Ray recorded the fish at 47cm 

and it had been at large for 809 days. 

T13372 Kingfish  

On the 28th of May 2022 Aaron Wallis was fishing in 20m of water off Pukehina Beach, Bay of Plenty when 

he caught a tagged Kingfish. Aaron weighed the fish at 15kg before releasing it again unmeasured. This fish 

was tagged by Zane Levett who was fishing with Finn Henderson at Mayor Island on the 24th of June 2021. 

The fish measured 92cm and had moved a minimum distance of 54.2km during its 339 days at large. 

T1410B Banded Wrasse 

On the 19th of June 2022 Jan Cabiling was fishing from the shore 

at Kaikoura when he caught a tagged banded wrasse. 

This is the third time this wrasse has been caught. Originally 

tagged by Greg Gilbert on the 22nd of January 2022 while fishing 

from the same spot along the Kaikoura shoreline. Greg 

measured it at 35cm before recapturing it a short time later. 

Total days at large was 149 days and it had stayed within 300m 

of where it was tagged. 

T11943 Snapper 

On the 15th of May 2022 Blake Williams was fishing in 10m of water at long beach in the Bay of Islands 

when he caught a tagged snapper measuring 30cm in length. Blake took a quick photo before releasing it 

again. 

This fish was tagged 52 days earlier by Marty Bowers while 

fishing with TMRCT director Scott Tindale off Opito Bay in the 

Bay of Islands.  Marty, a Senior Fisheries Analyst at Fisheries 

New Zealand and liaison to the Trust, was testing a modified 

arm attachment that Scott designed to enable him to fish with 

a rod and reel unassisted. Marty several years earlier had lost 

the lower part of his arm in an accident as an MPI observer 

aboard a commercial fishing vessel, and he has never lost the 

passion to return to fishing for pleasure. The attachment 

worked very well and the day resulted in several fish tagged including a New Zealand angling record catch 

for Marty too.  



T13034 snapper 

On the 4th of May 2021 Kerry-Ann Glover was fishing off Matakana Island in the Bay of Plenty where she 

tagged and released a 41cm snapper in 16m of water. 

Just over a year later on the 4th of June 2022 Sean Wilson set his longline in the same general area 

recapturing this fish. Sean kept the snapper estimating its length at 38 to 40cm  

 

T18836 and T11795c Blue cod 

As we tag and release more fish species around our shores the odds 

of recapturing a tagged fish is increasing, especially in popular 

fishing locations. On the 24th of June 2022 Mark Seatter was fishing 

from the shore in Marlborough when he recaptured two tagged 

fish, both tagged and released on different days by Graham Wilson.  

The first fish T18836 was tagged and released on the 17th of May 

2022 measuring 31cm. Mark re-measured the fish at 34.5cm. 

The second fish T11795c was tagged on the 23rd of January 2022 

measuring 31.5cm. Mark re-measured this fish at 37.5cm when he 

recaptured it 153 days later. Of note this was the 4th time this blue 

cod had been caught in this area since it was tagged by Graham in 

January. Mark kept both fish.  

 

T9756 snapper 

On the 16th of October 2020 Luke Davis tagged and released a 30.5cm snapper that he caught in 35m of 

water off Kawau Island in the Hauraki Gulf.  

This fish was reported by Dan Lovell who discovered it in a 

consignment that had arrived at his fish shop in Houhora 

758 days later. He noticed the tag when he was about to 

fillet the estimated 35cm fish. Dan has not been able to 

get back to me with the suppliers details so we still have 

no idea where this fish was recaptured. 

 

 

T13908 Blue cod 

On the 28th of May 2022 Russell Wilson tagged and 

released a 30cm blue cod while fishing from the shore in 

Marlborough. 30 days later, on the 26th of June he 

recaptured this fish near the same spot. It measured 31cm 

and was released again.  

 

 



T18525 gurnard 

On the 3rd of July 2022 Michael Parker ‘Smudge’ was fishing 

with his son Aaron on the Manukau Harbour when they 

caught a tagged gurnard T18525. Smudge measured the fish 

at 37cm before Aaron filmed him releasing it again.  

30 days earlier and less than ½ a kilometre away Liam 

Shadgett had tagged this fish measuring 36cm caught in 6m 

of water.  

 

T0228 snapper 

On the 28th of April 2021 Young Luke Hannam was fishing with his parents Sev and Nik off Motuora Island 

in the Hauraki Gulf when they tagged and released four of Luke’s snapper. 

One of these snapper, T0228 measured 28cm and was caught by Luke in 

18m of water.  

Matt Stillwater recaptured this fish while straylining off Motuora Island 

439 days later on the 10th of July 2022. It measured 28.5cm and was 

released again. 

This is the second of Luke’s fish to be recaptured from that autumn day 

and surprisingly from the same boat and spot his other fish T0229 was 

recaptured.  

 

T0534 snapper 

As mentioned in the introduction Trust director Scott was on a solo run down the northland coast on the 

17th of June 2022. Scott tagged and released several snapper caught on Daiwa Bait Junkie soft lures when 

he stopped off for a quick drift fish along the Hen & Chicken Islands. One of these fish a 43cm snapper 

T0534 was caught in 18m of water. 

31 days later on the 17th of July Ricky Panhuis recaptured this 

fish at the back of the Hen in 17m of water. Ricky said that he 

caught the fish just on dark and would have liked to have 

released it again had he noticed the tag in time. Ricky also 

commented that the gut was filled with kina and the fish was 

very dark in colour. A typical “kelpie”. 

 

Blue cod are not known to move very far in sheltered waters. They tend to stay local especially if the food 

source is plentiful. Our research to date indicates blue cod in the Marlborough sounds for instance are very 

territorial, with tagged fish recaptures indicating they rarely move more than 2km from a tag location. 

Growth rates of blue cod in these sheltered waters are better than the coastal fish who tend to travel 

further in search of food. It is not uncommon for taggers to recapture their own or other members 

released fish within the Sounds. This demonstrates how important it is to limit the harvest in these fragile 

areas to ensure the sustainability of the fishery.  



T11782 blue cod 

Glen Richardson was soft bait fishing from the Picton 

shoreline on the afternoon of the 11th of July 2022 when 

he recaptured a tagged Blue cod T11782. Glen measured 

the fish at 39.5cm before releasing it again.  

This fish was tagged 247 days earlier by Graham Wilson 

while fishing the same technique near the same location 

on the 7th of November 2021. Graham measured the blue 

cod at 34cm so it has grown 5½cm during that time. 

T18856 blue cod   

On the 18th of May 2022 Graham Wilson tagged and 

released a 32cm blue cod caught on a soft bait from the 

shore. He recaptured this fish within 0.1km of the release 

location on the 15th of July measuring it at 34cm after 59 

days at large.  

T18858 blue cod 

A second fish Graham tagged on the 18th of May, a blue 

cod measuring 31cm, was also recaptured by Graham, this 

time 45 days later on the 1st of July. It measured 32cm and had also only 

moved 0.1km.  

This story doesn’t end here. I’m not sure if anyone else has recaptured 5 

tagged fish in a day but Graham Wilson most definitely has. Starting with 

this fish again, T18858 was captured a third time by Graham along with 4 

other tagged fish on the 27th of July 2022. All were released again. 

T18833 & T18834  

These two Blue cod were both tagged on the 17th of May 2022 and both 

recaptured on the 27th of July 2022. The first T18833 measured 32cm on 

release and 34.5cm on recapture. The other blue cod T18834 measured 

35cm on release and remeasured 102 days later at 37cm. 

 

T11788 blue cod 

Tagged and released on the 3rd of December 2021 by 

Graham and measuring 30cm this blue cod measured 34cm 

after 237 days. 

 

T18853 blue cod 

The 5th tagged fish recapture by Graham on the 27th of July 

was this 32cm blue cod tagged on the 16th of May 2022 and 

recaptured 73 days later measuring the same length.  

 



T9651 snapper 

Another duo of recaptures, this time snapper. Luke Davis was fishing in the Bay of Islands on the 13th of 

September 2020 where he tagged and released 4 snapper including this fish measuring 50.5cm that he 

caught in 5m of water. 714 days later on the 27th of August 2022 Joel Kennedy recaptured this snapper 

close to the same spot 

fishing from the shore. The 

snapper measured 53cm and 

was kept.  

 

 

T9652 snapper 

A second tagged fish recaptured by Joel Kennedy on the 27th of August 2022 was also tagged and released 

by Luke Davis. Luke also tagged the fish on the 13th of September 2020 measuring it at 63.5cm. 

When Joel recaptured it 714 days later it measured 64cm. Joel removed the tag before releasing the fish.  

 

 

T5732 snapper 

Tony Flay reported recapturing a tagged snapper T5732 with a deformed mouth. Tony caught this fish in 

Rangaunu Harbour. It measured 64cm and had no issues taking a large bait. 

This fish was tagged and released 936 days earlier by Ryan Janse fishing 

with his dad Rob at Rangaunu Harbour on the 28th of December 2019. 

Robert measured the fish at 61cm and noted that it had a deformed jaw. 

The snapper was recaptured 3.1km from the tag and release location and 

had been at large for 2 ½ years. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

T19165 tope shark 

Brandon Lilly, skipper of the fishing vessel “Kaipara” 

reported the recapture of a tagged tope shark caught on 

their long line set east of the 3 Kings Islands. The shark 

also had a satellite tag attached that was returned to 

Massey University student Alex Burton to analyse the 

data for his research project.  

This shark was caught by Trust member Ben Steer on the 

4th of January 2022 while on a tagging trip with Michael 

Jenkins and Trust director Scott Tindale aboard the “Red 

October”. 10 tope sharks were tagged and released that 

day, 6 with satellite tags including this 156.5cm female 

tope nick named Sharkie McSharkface. Those fitted with 

the electronic mini PAT tags were also tagged with a Trust conventional dart tag. The electronic tags store 

information on depth, water temperature and once the data is analysed can show a path of travel over the 

153 days at large. The conventional dart tag tells us from the tag and recapture details that this fish has 

travelled a shortest distance by sea of 313km in 153 days.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T19195 snapper 

Another fish recaptured that was also tagged and released by Ben 

Steer on the Trust tagging trip of the 4th of January 2022 was a 

snapper T19195 measuring 42.5cm. Ben caught this fish in 3.64m of 

water inside the entrance to the Kaipara Harbour. 

212 days later on the 3rd of August this snapper was recaptured by 

Jeremy Bathurst fishing in 10m of water 2.85km away near Tapora. 

The fish measured 46cm and was kept. 

 

 

 
 



T0110 snapper 
 
As mentioned earlier in this update the “poster fish” seen on 
our recapture certificates was recaptured.  
On the 21st of July 2018 Trust director Scott Tindale took 
Fisheries New Zealand senior fisheries analyst Marty Bowers 
out fishing on “Orokawa” to demonstrate the newly formed 
Tindale Marine Research Charitable Trust tagging program 
methods and procedures. They ventured out for the day 
tagging fish around little barrier island in the Hauraki Gulf. 
One of the fish they tagged and released was this snapper 
T0110. This 55cm snapper was caught in 16.2m of water and 
filmed so it could be used in future literature. The ½ in and out shot was later used in the production of the 
Trust recapture certificate.  

 
Wind forward 4 years and 17 days, NIWA employee Oliver Evans, was 
fishing the same reef behind Little Barrier Island with a stray lined half 
dead mackerel when he recaptured this tagged fish. Oliver kept the fish for 
his work on aging snapper at NIWA. Oliver measured the fish at 66.5cm TL 
and aged it at 17 years old… This fish was recaptured on one of the most 
popular fishing spots in the Hauraki Gulf and less than 50m from where it 
was tagged by Scott 1478 days earlier. 
 
 

Comments and Observations: This fish is 17 years old.  

I aged this fish using the protocols described in:  

Walsh, C.; Horn, P.; McKenzie, J.; Ó Maolagáin, C.; Buckthought, D.; 

Sutton, C.; Armiger, H. 

(2014). Age determination protocol for snapper (Pagrus auratus). 

New Zealand Fisheries Assessment Report 2014/51. 33 p.  

 

See attached imaged showing the break and burn otolith preparation as 

seen from down a microscope. 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

So that’s it for another seasonal report. Remember to keep sending in your tagging data regularly so I can 

keep you all up to date and sorry to those whose recaptures were not mentioned. We give priority to those 

that send in photos for these reports. 

Catch you on the next issue it’s looking like another busy year ahead. 

Tight lines from the team at Tindale Marine Research Charitable Trust  

P.O. Box 278 Silverdale 0944 New Zealand - Email:  tindaleresearch@xtra.co.nz   

Follow us on social media or visit our website- https://tindaleresearch.org.nz  
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